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SME tech company motivates year 8 students about data, statistics and graphs
The maths team at Kenton School was exploring fresh way of teaching Statistics with year 8
students, suggesting that, '... a live-brief would make this topic much more engaging', also wishing to
show that maths is valued in the workplace.
Emma Banks, the CEO of Datatrial Ltd, was already working with the school as an Enterprise Adviser
(part of the Careers & Enterprise Company’s national initiative). For various reasons, the relationship
had been largely dormant for 6-9 months. Emma’s company specialises in data management for
clinical trials, so was well-placed to support the curriculum project. She also recognised that this
project created an opportunity to contribute to careers guidance within a core subject across a
whole year group, without her delivering the programme in the classroom - a key criterion for
working as an Enterprise Adviser.
The SME partner provided background information about Datatrial’s business and a set of edited
statistics from an example clinical trial for students to analyse. A further challenge was introduced,
requiring students to come up with creative ways of displaying data within the firm's 'nowEDC'
software. A visit at the end of the project by the employer partner provided both a motivation for
students and an opportunity for feedback from the Enterprise Adviser.

Benefits for the Students
-

‘The students had free reign to put everything into practice that they have been doing in
maths and present the data in a different way that they could understand’
‘None of them wanted to be embarrassed at the end and they knew they had to stand next
to their work and be accountable for what they had done’
‘Knowing that students had to present to a real person from outside of school who is the top
of their company really motivated them to do their best’
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Benefits for the School
-

‘We usually do a data project at this time of year … It has all be within usual timetabled
maths lessons and the usual maths topic’
‘… examples we can show off as case studies from our school that have worked with our
pupils and hopefully the whole school can deliver at least one project per department’

Benefits for the Employer
-

‘It would be great to see students consider how they can chart the information better, apply
any simple stats or calculations and how they might filter the data to look for trends’
Emma Banks, the CEO of Datatrial, was committed to working with Kenton School as part of
the Careers & Enterprise Company’s Enterprise Adviser Network. This project helped to
reactivate a working relationship that had stagnated for various reasons

A sample set of data from
a medical trial was used
by students to present
ideas about graphical
representation of data to
the CEO of local tech
company Datatrial.
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